Terrier Tussle 6: February 8, 1997 Round 9: Questions by Harvard Very Small Rocks
TOSSUPS
TOSSUP 1 Madonna in Mickey Mouse ears, Clint Eastwood, Ru Paul, Jim Carrey, Jack
Nicholson I, II, III, and IV, Nelson Mandela, Maasai people in Mrica, and Stephen
Hawking. No, it's not some very bizarre movie, but a collection of some of his "Work"
currently in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. FTP, name this contemporary "artist," better
known for his fashion photography and pictures of men in tires.
Answer: Herb _RITTS_
TOSSUP 2 Boy falls in love with boy. Boy's father banishes other boy. Boy's father dies,
boy recalls loverboy and makes him Earl of Cornwall. Boy abdicates to be with loverboy,
but both are soon killed. Played by Peter Hanly in Braveheart, this son of Edward the
Longshanks has his "troublesome reign and lamentable death" recounted in a Christopher
Marlowe play. FTP, name him.

TOSSUP 3 Its lack of a sense of humor; its ambition; its enjoyment of sleeping extremely
late, often until almost 5 p.m.; its taste, which is "meager and hollow, but crisp"; and its
fondness for bathing-machines, are the distinguishing characteristics of this fictional
creature, some of which are Boojums. FTP, name this Lewis Carroll creation.
Answer: _SNARK_ (accept "Boojum" on an early buzz)
TOSSUP 4 At Princeton, he invented the fOlmalism that underlies the modem notion of an
algorithm. He worked as a cryptographer during World War II, and later studied artificial
intelligence. Prosecuted for homosexuality, he committed suicide at 41. FTP, name this
British mathematician, whose 1936 paper "On Computable Numbers" introduced the
concept of a theoretical computing device that bears his name.
Answer: Alan _TURING_
TOSSUP 5 He was mysteriously invited to President Clinton's inauguration by a pair of
Delawareans. He lost his most recent government job after openly criticizing his country's
latest budget and suggesting that the current president let someone else run the country
while recuperating from heart surgery. For 10 points, name this former general.
Answer: Alexander I vanovich _LEBED_ {LEB-ed or 1eb-YED }
TOSSUP 6 Described by Vergil in the Aeneid, he was a god of light and a god of vigilance
and wisdom. The doors to his temple were closed in time of peace, but open in time of
war. He is often depicted with two faces, one looking forward and the other facing
backwards. FTP, name this Roman god, after whom the first month in our calendar is
named.

TOSSUP 7 Unti11994, the last time a freshman congressman was assigned to the powerful
House Ways and Means Committee was in 1966. He served two terms and then lost a
Senate race to Lloyd Bentsen. He moved on to become Republican Party chairman, envoy

to China, director of central intelligence, and Vice President of the U.S. FIP, name the
41st President of the U.S.
Answer: George Herbert Walker _B USH_
TOSSUP 8 The name's the same. One is the orphan object of the affection of John Alden
and Miles Standish in Longfellow's "Courtship of Miles Standish." The other is the name
of the lavender bus in a 1994 Australian film. FIP, what's the shared name?
Answer: _PRISCILLA_
TOSSUP 9 TWO ANSWERS REQUIRED. The generative approach to syntax believes
that language has two levels of stlUcture, one that carries meaning and one that controls the
order in which words are pronounced. FIP, identify them by word or by letter
abbreviation.
Answers: _DEEP_ structure and _SURFACE_ stlUcture
and _S_-stlUcture

Also accept _D_ -stlUcture

TOSSUP 10 This city, NOT Memphis, had 7 natives on NBA rosters last season: Anthony
Bowie, Richard Dumas, Lee Mayberry, Clint McDaniel, Kevin Pritchard, John Starks and
Wayman Tisdale. However, none of them played college hoops for the local Golden
Hurricane. FIP, name this basketball hotbed.
Answer: _ TULSA_, Oklahoma
TOSSUP 11 This synthetic resin is formed by the condensation of poly hydric alcohols and
dibasic acids. For ten points, what is this thermosetting plastic used in Dacron, Terylene
and leisure suits?
Answer: _POLYESTER_
TOSSUP 12 It recently voted to legalize abortion, the last part of the United Kingdom to do
so. It and its dependencies, Aldemey, Brechou, Herm, Jethou, Lihou, Great Sark and
Little Sark, were occupied by the Germans in World War II, unlike any other British soil
except Jersey. FIP, name this semiautonomous Channel Island.
Answer: _GUERNSEY_ [GURN-zee] Do NOT accept: Jersey
TOSSUP 13 It has appeared on all three TV networks. The NBC and ABC versions were
hosted by Bill Cullen, but he didn't make the transition to CBS. Vanna White was a
contestant in 1980 during the 13-year tenure of the late Johnny Olsen, who was replaced by
Rod Roddy, who today shouts the trademark "Come on down!" FTP, name this longrunning game show.
Answer: The _PRICE IS RIGHT_
TOSSUP 14 His books include _Of Sons and Seasons_ and _A Baker's Nickel_, two
works of poetry, and several spy and mystery novels, including Murder in the Senate -- the
body he was elected to in 1978 on a platfOlID advocating military preparedness. Last
month, his former colleagues confirmed him by a vote of 99-0, thus making, for 1 points,
who the CUll"ent Secretary of Defense?

°

Answer: William S. _COHEN_

TOSSUP 15 He bought anTIS for the Continental Army, which might seem surprising
considering his aristocratic status. But he wasn't born an aristocrat. He was a clockmaker,
ennobled at age 28. Diplomat and spy, courtier. and rebel, he wrote plays for the aristocracy
which mocked them mercilessly, such as The Barber of Seville and The Marriage of
Figaro. FTP, name this French playwright.
Answer: Pierre Augustin Caron de _BEAUMARCHAIS_ {BO-mar-shay}
TOSSUP 16 According to the Book of Exodus, three days after the Hebrews reached
Mount Sinai, God gave his revelation to Moses, an act that helped distinguish the children
of Israel as his holy people. The Jewish holiday commemorates and celebrates the receipt
of the Torah. FTP, name this Feast of Weeks.
Answer: _SHAVUOT_ [Do not accept "Sukkot" or "Shabbat"]
TOSSUP 17 The first replacement player to sign with a major league team in 1995, he
spent 1996 as ace and pitching coach of the Bangor Blue Ox. A Mississippi native, he
reacted so harshly to his 1986 All-Star Game snub that he was sent to a psychiatric
hospital. FTP, name this flamboyant former Red Sox star.
Answer: Dennis "Oil Can" _BOYD_ (Note: That _is_ "Blue Ox", not "Sox". Don't change
it.)
TOSSUP 18 When tadpole tails shrink, this cell part breaks down their constituent parts so
that organic molecules can be reabsorbed to fUyl new growth. FTP what membraneenclosed storage vesicle seems to mise from Golgi bodies?

TOSSUP 19 This island's name comes from the Hawaiian god of mischief, who
supposedly ascended the island's highest peak, Haleakala (Ha-LAY-a-ka-Ia), to capture
the sun for his mother. In 1810, King Kamehaha designated the western whaling town of
Lahaina the capital for the island chain, a distinction it held until 1845. Today, Wailuku and
Kahului (KAH-hoo-Ioo-ee) are the two largest cities on, FTP, what figure-8 shaped
Hawaiian island?
Answer: _MAUe
TOSSUP 20 Recently ratified by the 65th required country, it's slated to go into effect in
April 1997, despite the fact that neither the United States nor Russia has ratified. The nerve
gas attack in the Tokyo subway is just the type of event this treaty is designed to prevent.
For 10 points, what is this international agreement?
Answer: _CHEMICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION_
TOSSUP 21 He gained a bit of notOliety in 1970, with a rock opera called _The Naked
Carmen_. He continued to prosper with works like _Poem in Octobec, a setting of Dylan
Thomas verses for tenor and chamber ensemble. But his most famous work has been
AIDS-related: he wrote his Grawemeyer Award-winning Symphony Number 1 after seeing
the AIDS Memorial Quilt. FTP, name this composer.
Answer: John _CORIGLIANO_

TOSSUP 22 He is the only world leader whose brother was played by Richard Dreyfuss in
a TV movie. The film, which featured Julius HmTis as Idi Amin, was the 1975 movie
Victory at Entebbe. BUlt Lancaster co-stan·ed as the man that he would defeat twenty-one
yem·s after the movie, Shimon Peres. For 10 points, name this brother of an Israeli
commando.
Answer: BenjaminlBinyaminlBibi _NETANYABU_
TOSSUP 23 He once had Prince as his opening act. He had Motown's only #1 single from
the '80s with "Give It To Me Baby" from his 1981 album _Street Songs_. However, he is
best known for another song from _Street SOIlgs_, "Super Freak, Pt. 1". FfP, what
singer/guitalist was released from prison in August 1996?

TOSSUP 24 He was severely wounded in the Tunisian campaign, so he was transferred
home to Gelmany to be Chief of Staff of the Ersatzheer, or Replacement Army. He was
called to a meeting at Hitler's headquarters in Rastenburg, and put a bomb under Hitler's
conference table. FfP, name this would-be assassin.
Answer: Colonel Count Claus Schenk von _ST AUFFENBERG_
TOSSUP 25 Educated at the Ryazan seminary, he won a Nobel Prize for his study of
digestion. For his work, however, he needed to collect saliva from his lab dogs. Meat
powder on their tongues would stimulate salivation, but soon the very sight of the
experimenter would as well. FTP, who discovered conditioned response by accident?
Answer: Ivan Petrovich _PAVLOV_
TOSSUP 26 The son of the Emperor-Beyond-the-Sea, he was executed on the Stone
Table. FAQTP, name this fierce protagonist of _The Lion, The Witch and

TOSSUP 27 The FDA recently approved cromolyn sodium, the first over-the-counter drug
that can both treat and prevent the symptoms of this. The drug, sold as Nasalcrom, should
be available just in time for the peak period of exposure to the irritants that cause this
disorder. FTP name this reaction to airbome initants such as mold or pollen.
Answer: _ALLERGIC RHINITIS_ (accept _HAY FEVER...) (Prompt on "allergy";
allergic rhinitis and allergies are not the same thing)
TOSSUP 28 As commander of the Union Second Corps at Gettysburg, he rallied the
retreating bluecoats on the first day and met Pickett's Charge on the third. Named for a
one-time presidential candidate, he became a candidate himself seventeen years after
Gettysburg. FfP, name this 1880 opponent of James Garfield.
Answer: Winfield Scott _HANCOCK_
TOSSUP 29 Though it was first suggested by Aristotle in the context of astronomy, the
image is traditionally atuibuted to the medieval French philosopher for whom it was
named. An animal, equidistant from two identical bales of hay, will starve to death for lack
of basis on which to choose one bale over the other. FTP, name this poor hypothetical
creature.

Answer: _BURIDAN_'s Ass (Accept 'Buridan's dog, as in his original example; it was
Buridan's critics who decided to make it an ass.)
TOSSUP 30 "There is no human affair which stands so constantly and so generally in
close connection with chance as war." It is "not merely a political act, but also a real
political inst:mment, a continuation of political commerce, a carrying out of the same by
other means." FTP, who wrote such in his classic _ Yom Kriege_?
Answer: Carl von _CLAUSEWITZ_
prompt again if you have to)

(PROMPT on "Vom Kriege" or "On War";
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BONUS
BONUS 1 <25 points> Answer these questions about the ill-fated Donner Party. 1. <15
points> For 15 points, name the lake where, in October, the Donner Party became trapped
in the eastem Sierra Nevadas, whose name came from a corruption of the Paiute word for
"peace".
Answer: _TRUCKEE LAKE_
2. <10 points> Who directed the landmark 1994 PBS documentary on the Donner Party?
Answer: _K_en _BURNS_
BONUS 2 <30 points> 1. <15 points> Any periodic motion can be built by adding
sinusoidal harmonic components in proper propOltions. For 15 points, what
mathematician developed this theorem in the 1820s?
Answer: Joseph _FOURIER_
2. <10 points> If the vibrations of a musical instrument and of the air repeat themselves
440 times each second, then musicians with perfect pitch will hear, FTP, what note?
Answer: _A_ (Or "A natural." Do NOT accept "A flat" or "A sharp")
3. <5 points> If those vibrations occur at 880 times per second, those musicians will hear,
F5P, what note?
Answer: _A_ (Same restrictions as above. This A is heard one octave higher.)
BONUS 3 <30 points> FTPE, name any three of the six counties of Northem Ireland.
Answers: _ANTRIM_, _DOWN_, _ARMAGH_, _TYRONE_, _LONDONDERRY_,
_FERMANAGH_ (Accept _DERRY_ for Londonderry)
BONUS 4 <20 points> One of Major League Baseball's two most recent expansion
franchises was awarded to Tampa Bay, Florida. 1. <10 points> First, FTP, what will the
team be named?
Answer: the _DEVIL RAYS_
2. <10 points> FTP, ALL OR NOTHING: Under current plans, in what league AND
division will the Devil Rays play?
Answer: _AMERICAN_ League _WEST_em Division
BONUS 5 <30 Points> Given the fictional detective, name his creator FTPE. 1. <10
points> Father Brown
Answer: G(ilbelt) K(eith) _CHESTERTON_
2. <10 points> Adam Dalgliesh
Answer: P(hyllis) D(orothy) _JAMES_ (accept P.DJ. _ WHITE_)

3. <10 points> Dr. John Thorndyke
Answer: R. Austin _FREEMAN_
BONUS 6 <30 points> Four men other than Newt Gingrich received at least one vote in
the election for House Speaker. Five points for 1, 15 for 2, and 30 for 3, name any three
of these four men.
Answer: Richard A. (Dick) _GEPHARDT_
James A. (Jim) _LEACH_
H. (Bob) _MICHEL_
Robert S. (Bob) _ W ALKER_

Robert

BONUS 7 <30 points> Given two unrelated would-be assassins, name the intended
victims for five points each. 1. <10 points> Giuseppe Zangara and Mehmet Ali Agca
Answer: _F_ranklin Delano _ROOSEVELT_ or _FDR_ Pope _JOHN PAUL_ the
_SECOND_ (accept Karol_WOJTYLA_)
2. <10 points> John Nepomuck Schrank and Arthur Bremer
Answer: _T_heodore (Teddy) _ROOSEVELT_ George _ W ALLACE_
3. <10 points> Valerie Solanas and Sara Jane Moore
Answer: Andy _ W ARHOL_ Gerald _FORD_
BONUS 8 <20 points> Apples have a high rivalry of consumption. Streetlights have a low
one. National defense has none. 1. <10 points> FTP, all or nothing, what two opposite
terms describe goods like apples and streetlights based on their rivalry of consumption?
Answers: _PUBLIC_ Goods and _PRIV ATE_ Goods
2. <10 points> Some goods are neither stlictl)4 public nor strictly plivate. Roads and
subways most literally exemplify, FTP, what four- syllable description of goods with a
moderate livalry of consumption?
Answer: _CONGESTIBLE_ Goods

BONUS 9 <30 points> Identify these musicals from song lyrics for the stated number of
points.

1. <5 points> "And so it has been / and so it is written / on the doorway to Paradise / that
those who falter and those who fall/must pay the price."
Answer: _LES MISERABLES_
2. <10 points> "Men are so honest / Such regular chaps / Ready to help you! Through any
mishaps."
Answer: _MY FAIR LADY_

3. <15 points> "Parsley, peppers, cabbages and celery, asparagus and watercress, and
fiddlefems and lettuce!
Answer: _INTO THE WOODS_
BONUS 10 <30 points> Name the recent Supreme Court decision that did each of the
following. Each party name is worth five points. What decision ... 1. <10
points>... ovelturned Colorado's Amendment 2?

2. <10 points>... overturned the Gun-Free School Zones Act of 1990?

3. <10 points>... overturned Arkansas's imposition of term limits on congressmen?
Answer: _U.S. TERM LIMITS_, Inc. v. _THORNTON_ Do not accept "U.S. v.
Thornton"
BONUS 11 <30 Points> Identify the work, 30-20-10. 1. <30 point clue> It was based on
writer and philosopher Denis {duh- NEE} de Rougemont's experience at a 1938 Nazi rally
in Nuremberg.
2. <20 point clue> Jean {ZHAN} angrily denounces moral standards, humanity and
individualism before going into the bathroom.
3. <10 point clue> He emerges from the bathroom transformed -- a transformation referred
to in the title of this lonesco {EE-on-ESS-koe} play.
Answer: _RHINOCEROS_
BONUS 12 <30 points> Name these South Vietnamese leaders for the stated number of
points. 1. <5 points> F5P, he was president of South Vietnam until his overthrow and
assassination in 1963.
Answer: _NGO_ Dinh Diem {NO Din Dyem}
b. <10 points> FTP, when he married a Catholic woman who denied him a harem, he lost
interest in politics and reform, and was ousted.by his own premier, Diem, in 1995.
Answer: _BAO DAC
c. <15 points> F15P, he was president of South Vietnam until his regime collapsed in the
face of the North Vietnamese invasion in 1975.
Answer: _NGUYEN_ Van Thieu_ {WHEN Van Thew}
BONUS 13 <30 points> Identify these terms from earth science FTPE. 1. <10 points> A
measure of the degree of ease with which fluids flow through a rock. Answer:
_PERMEABILITY_
2. <10 points> A material's ability to contain fluid, expressed as a ratio of space within a
rock to its total volume. Answer: _POROSITY_

3. <10 points> The breaking of minerals along specific planes of weakness, reflecting their
internal structure. Answer: _CLEAVAGE_ [Host: "Huh huh. Huh huh. "Cleavage."]
BONUS 14 <30 points> Name these unfortunate women from Greek mythology FI5PE.
1. <15 points> The daughter of King Nisus of Megara, she fell in love with King Midas of
Crete, and betrayed her father for him, only to be spumed.
Answer: _SCYLLA_
2. <15 points> After this Trojan princess rejected his advances, Apollo cursed his gift to
her so that none of her predictions would be understood or believed.
Answer: _CASSANDRA_
BONUS 15 <30 points> Answer these questions about Beverly Hills, 90210 FTPE. 1.
<10 points> Aside from the obvious answer, Tiffani-Amber Thiessen (THEE-sen), what
90210 cast member also appeared on Saved By the Bell?
Answer: _T_ori _SPELLING_ (prompt on "Spelling"; her brother Randy Spelling has also
appeared on 90210)
2. <10 points> Not counting the adults, with which of the regular male characters has
Kelly Taylor not yet slept?
Answer: _DAVID_ Silver
3. <10 points> One of the six regulars on _Friends_ guest-starred on 90210 in 1991 as a
troubled high school athlete. FTP, name the actor or actress.
Answer: Matthew _PERRY_
BONUS 16 <30 points> Name these political scientists FTPA. 1. <10 points> This man
provoked a furor with his 1993 Foreign Affairs article "The Clash of Civilizations," which
he published in book form last year.
Answer: Samuel P. _HUNTINGTON_
2. <10 points> This man's book "Bowling Alone," on the decline of American civil
society, caught President Clinton's eye.
Answer: Robert D. _PUTNAM_
3. <10 points> This man's book _Man, the State, and Wac is a classic of realist
international relations theory.
Answer: Kenneth N. _W ALTZ_
BONUS 17 <25 points> The use of fetal tissue in medicine took a step forward last week
when a woman received a transplant of cells from this organ in hopes of curing this, the
leading cause of blindness, which strikes 200,000 Americans a year with little hope of
cure. Ten points for one, 25 for both, name the organ and the disorder.

Answers: _RETINA_, _MACULAR DEGENERATION_ (Prompt on "Macular" or
'Degeneration ")
BONUS 18 <20 points> FfPE, given the name of the utopian urban plan, name the
architect who designed it 1. <10 points> Contemporary City for 3 Million Inhabitants
Project, India, 1922
Answer: _LE CORBUSIER_
2. <10 points> Broadacre City Project
Answer: Frank Lloyd _WRIGHT_
BONUS 19 <25 points> For the stated number of points, identify these nineteenth-century
Prime Ministers of Britain. 1. <10 points> Prime Minister from 1874 to 1880, he was also
the author of the popular novels "Coningsby" and" Sybill."
ANSWER: Benjamin _DISRAELC (ace: Lord _BEACONSFIELD~;
2. <15 points> According to Barney Gumbel, he was Britain's greatest Prime Minister.
During his tenure, Britain entered the Crimean War and crushed the Sepoy Mutiny.
ANSWER: Lord _PALMERSTON_ (ace: Henry John _TEMPLE~;
BONUS 20 <30 points> Given a line from Shakespeare, identify the play in which it
appears and the character who speaks it, five points per answer.

1. <10 points> "This blessed plot, this earth, this realm, this England."
Answer: Play: King _RICHARD THE SECOND_
(accept "Duke of _LANCASTER_")

Character: _JOHN OF GAUNT_

t

2. <10 points> "How far that little candle throws his beams! / So shines a good deed in a
naughty world."
Answer: Play: The _MERCHANT OF VENICE_

Character: _PORTIA_

3. <10 points> "What visions have I seen! Methought I was enamored of an ass." Answer:
Play: A _MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM_
Character: _TITANIA_
BONUS 21 <30 points> Answer these questions about governors' terms of office, 10
points per state. 1. <20 points> What two neighboring states have terms of 2 years?
Answer: _ VERMONT_ and _NEW HAMPSHIRE_
2. <10 points> What state limits its governor to a single term?
Answer: _ VIRGINIA_
BONUS 22 <25 points> Given the first verse from a book of the Bible, name it, ten points
for one, 25 for both.

1. <10 points> "This happened in the days of Ahasuerus, the same Ahasuerus who ruled
over one hundred twenty-seven provinces from India to Ethiopia."

•

Answer: _ESTHER_
2. <10 points> "How lonely sits the city that once was full of people!"
Answer: _LAMENTATIONS_
BONUS 23 <30 points> Name these men, who mayor may not have something in
common, for 10 points each. l. <10 points> He was played by Michael McShane in a
1991 Kevin Costner film.
Answer: Friar _TUCK_
2. <10 points> The literal matchmaker between the Montagues and the Capulets.
Answer: Friar _LAURENCE_

•

c. <10 points> Now a Philadelphia Eagle, he caught New England's only touchdown in
their 1986 Superbowlloss.
Answer: _IRVING FRY AR_ (Prompt on "Fryar")
BONUS 24 <30 Points> 1. <10 points> FTP, On what Sholem Aleichem {uh-LAYkhem} work was the musical_Fiddler on the Rooe based?
Answer: _TEVYE THE DAIRYMAN_ or _TEVYE THE MILKMAN_ or _TEVYE DER
MILKHIKER_
2. <20 points> F5PE, name any four of Tevye's daughters in the novel.
Answer: _BEILKE_ {BAIL-ka}
_SHPRINTZE_ {SHPRINT-za}
with Bible}

_CHAVA_ {HA-va}
_HODL_ {KHUDDLE}
_TSAYTL_ {SIGH-tl} Accept _TEIBL_ {rhymes

BONUS 25 <25 points> 1. <10 points> This year, a pair of brothers -- one the venture
capitalist who launched Compaq, the other the engineer who put the first practical
communications satellite together -- succesfully tested an engine powered by a gas turbine.
FTP, give the brothers' last name.
Answer: Ben and Harold _ROSEN_
2. <15 points> The Rosen engine incorporates an innovation which allows the turbine to
run at a constant speed while the car does not. Made of 4.5 miles of carbon-fiber ribbon, it
stores energy more efficiently than batteries. FTP, name this device which takes advantage
of ineltia.
Answer: _FLYWHEEL_
BONUS 26 <30 points> Given the state with a recent Arena Football League expansion
team, give the nickname of the team FI5PE.
1. <15 points> Minnesota
Answer: the _FIGHTING PIKE_

2. <15 points> Texas
Answer: the _TERROR_
BONUS 27 <30 points> Name these countries of Oceania from their capitals FfPE. 1. <10
points> Nukualofa Answer: _TONGA_
2. <10 points> Funafuti Answer: _TUV ALU_
3. <10 points> Honiara Answer: _SOLOMON_ Islands (DO NOT ACCEPT
"Guadalcanal," as the entire archipelago is a single entity in the British Commonwealth)
BONUS 28 <25 points> One tried to prevent the desegregation of Little Rock's Central
High School. The other, a recent governor of Mississippi, drew controversy when he
insisted that America was a "Christian" and glared at South Carolina governor Carroll
Campbell for suggesting that he "forgot the Judeo part." FfP for one, 25 for both, identify
these similarly-named southern governors.
Answers: Orville _FAUBUS_ and Kirk _FORD ICE_

